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Pine Grove Villa Offers Long-term Rentals During The Winter

Pine Grove villa located in Northern Cyprus offering comfortable accommodation for business stays and
family holidays is now available for long-term rentals during the winter months.

Aug. 4, 2008 - PRLog -- Len Cooper, the owner of Pinegrove Villa tells “The villa became a favorite place
for local people and Holidaymakers who require a detached villa with private gardens and a pool. It is
certain that all the visitors who stay at the villa will get an astonishing holiday experience. The villas 2
gardens are heaven of flora and beauty and a perfect place for visitors to enjoy a peaceful and private
vacation. As mentioned the Pine Grove Villa is located in the village of Alsancack, where there are plenty
of bars and restaurants.

Year round booking are available making it a wonderful place to stay for couples, families and business
clients for long-term rentals during the winter months. The comments of our past customers and our
facilities proved that Pinegrove is one of the best luxury villas for a comfortable stay in Kyrenia. 

You can see all the very latest pictures and video of the Pine Grove Villa by visiting the extensive website
http://www.pinegrovevilla.com/ 

There is lots of information regarding the Villa, plus what to do in Northern Cyprus, where to go and how
to get there,” concludes Len Cooper.

# # #

The luxury villa is only 4 years old and has a private pool in lovely mature gardens, making it perfect for
alfresco dinning. The interior is stunning, with a large living room & dinning room, huge kitchen and 3
large bedrooms.

--- End ---
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